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SUMMARY 3 1176 01323 7996

The NASAAircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP)Propeller Analysis

System is a set of computational modules for predicting the aerodynamics,

performance, and noise of propellers. Propeller blade geometry is given in

terms of blade surface coordinates derived from a Joukowski transform of the

blade sections, Potential flow around the blade sections is computed by

ll_eodorsen's method using the Kutta condition to fix the circulation. Blade

boundary layers are computed using the Holstein-Bohlen method in the laminar

region and the Truckenbrodt method in the turbulent region. Profile drag is

predicted by the method of Young and Squires. Performance and induced flow

are computed by Lock's method with the Prandtl circulation function near the

blade tip. Discrete tone noise is predicted from blade shape and aerodynamic

loads using Farassat's methods: the blade surface integral method for

subsonic propellers and the collapsing sphere method for transonic

propellers. Broadband trailing edge noise is computed by Schlinker and

Amiet's method, The results of this prediction system are compared to

measurements on two propellers: one subsonic and one transonic, Nearfield

levels on the subsonic propeller are accurately predicted if the predicted

power coefficient is adjusted to match the measured power coefficient of the

propeller. The lower frequency harmonics of the subsonic propeller spectrum

match the measured values but the high frequency harmonics are

underpredicted, This underprediction is believed to be due to the omission of

unsteady loading effects in the predictions. The farfield or flyover noise of

the subsonic propeller is scattered by atmospheric and ground effects but the

general trend of the data indicates overprediction of farfield levels,

Transonic propeller noise measured on the fuselage of the aircraft is
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significantlyinfluencedby the refractioneffectsof the boundarylayer on

the fuselage. When these effectsare includedand when the power is matched,

the transonicpredictionsagree with the data except in a small region just

behind the propellerplane on the aircraftsurface. It is believedthat

scatteringeffectsmay be the cause of this discrepancy.
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INTRODUCTION

Propellernoise predictionis based on two disciplines: aerodynamicsand

acoustics. NASA has developeda computer systemfor propellernoise predic-

tion using the assmnptionthat these disciplinesare separable,that is, that

the flow field can be separatedinto an aerodynamicpart and an acoustic

part. This separationallows the computationsto be made sequentially.

assicalaerodynamictheory is used to find the surfacepressuresand

frictionalstresseson the blade surfacesand then acoustictheoriesare used

to predictthe noise.

The predictionsystem is diagrammedin figure I. The differentcomputa-

tionaltasks are assignedto independentblocks of computercode called

functionalmodules. Thesemodules are managedby an executivesystem,the

ANOPP executiveprogram (reference1). One group of modulesdeals with the

aerodynamiccomputations. Not shown are moduleswhich computeatmospheric

propertiesand flight dynamics. Thesemodulesare describedin reference2.

The end productsof the aerodynamicsmodulesare the propellerblade motions

and loads. Motionsincludeonly the aircraftmotion and rotationaleffects.

Flexingand vibration,while possiblyimportant,are not includedat this

time. The loads are the pressureand frictionalstress on the propellerblade

surface. These loads are generallya functionof both surfacepositionand

time. Given the blade motionsand loads, it is theoreticallypossibleto

predictthe noise. As a practicalmatter, however,this predictionis impos-

sible. The loads are reallynon-stationaryrandom processesand there is

presentlyno feasiblecomputationalprocedurewhich will producea complete

descriptionof the noise. The approximationis made that the noise may be

divided into two parts: discreteand broadband. The discretetone noise is
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computeddirectlyfrom the blade motionsand loads while the broadbandnoise

is estimatedby semi-empiricalmethods. The tone noise computationsare made

entirelywith time domaintechniqueswhile broadbandnoise estimatesuse a

blend of frequencyand time domain concepts. -_

Noise predictionsare needed in both the near and far field. Nearfield _.

noise predictionsare neededto find the noise transmittedto the interiorof

an aircraft, lhere are two importantnearfieldeffectson propeller-generated

noise. These effectsare the refractioncaused by nonuniformflow over the

aircraftand the scatteringby the aircraftbody. Farfieldeffectsare needed

to accuratelypredictcommunitynoise. These effectsare the atmospheric

attenuationand refraction,and the groundeffectsof reflectionand absorp-

tion. Furtherinformationon the farfieldpropagationmodulesmay be found in

reference2. Modulesfor the nearfieldeffectswill be describedin more

detail here.

Agreementwith experimentis the ultimategoal of a predictionsystem.

Any predictionmethod,a guess, a curve fit, or a solutionto a partial

differentialequation,is acceptableif it agreeswith experimentaldata

accordingto some objectiverule. The question is how many experimentsand

how good must the agreementbe to prove that a predictionis correct. This

questionraises the second question: prove it to whom? You cannot prove to a

member of the Flat Earth Societythat the earth is round.

Despitethese minor difficulties,we gatherdata from experimentsin the

hope of provingthat the predictionsystem is correct. Theseare indicatedin

figure 1 as flight data and tunnel data to denotethe two types of facilities -

most frequentlyused to conductthe experiments. The flightdata are usually

but not always full scale. Resultswill be shown later for two propellers:



one subsonicdesign and one transonicdesign. The subsonicpropelleris made

by the HartzellCompanyand its noise was measuredby a wing-mountedboom

microphonein flight. The transonicpropelleris the NASA SR-3 Prnpfan

design. This roughlyquarter-scalepropellerwas tested in flightmounted

atop a Jetstaraircraft.

I
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SYMBOLS

a radius of perfectcircle

b Joukowskitransformparameter

C blade sectionchord
°

Cd blade sectiondrag coefficientre sectiondynamicpressure
and chord

CD energy disipationcoefficient

Cf skin frictioncoefficientre sectiondynamicpressure

C_ blade sectionlift coefficientre sectiondynamic pressure
and chord

Cn Theodorsentransformcoefficients

Cp coefficientof pressurere sectiondynamicpressure

CT wall shear stress coefficientre local dynamicpressure

c ambient speed of sound

F Prandtltip vorticityfunction

Hij boundary layer shape factors,i _ j = 1, 2, 3

Hm(1),Hm(2) Hankelfunctionsof the first and second kinds

i unit imaginarynumber

J advance ratio V_/nD

kx,ky,kr wave numbers

.€.

loadingintensityvector

_y empiricalbroadbandcorrelationlength

Mh tip helicalMach number
i

Mr radiationMach number
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Mt tip rotationalMach number

M freestreamor forwardMach number

m circumferentialharmonicnumber

M blade sectionMach number

n normal to blade surface

p acousticpressure

r,e,z cylindricalcoordinates

R propellerdisk radius

-F + .

r radiationvectorx-y

r unit radiationvector

S surfacearea

S(m) empiricalbroadbandspectrum

t time

. .

tz, t2 tangentsto blade surface in spanwiseand chordwisedirections,

respectively

T periodof signalor transferfunction

U(y) local Mach numberin boundarylayer

v velocityvector

W({) complexvelocityfield around perfectcircle

x distancealong chord or distancealong airfoilsurfacemeasured
from stagnationpoint

.

x observerpositionin media-fixedreferenceframe

.

y source positionin media-fixedreferenceframe

z complex plane of the airfoil section
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Greek Symbols

blade section angle of attack

_' angl e-of-attack perturbation

_.75 blade pitch at 3/4 span

61 boundarylayer displacementthickness

62 boundary layer momentumthickness

_3 boundarylayer energy thickness

€ polar coordinateangle differencebetweennear circle and

perfectcircle

nl, n2, n3 pitch axis coordinatesfixed to propeller, n2 is the pitch

axis and n3 is the forwardshaft axis

_' complex plane of the airfoilsectionrepresentedas a near
circle

8 angle betweennormal vectorand radiationvector

r circulationaround airfoilsectionor curve of intersectionof

collapsingsphereand propellerblade surface

_, advanceratio M/M t

_l, _2 blade surfacecoordinates._I varieswith span, _2 varies with
chord

p® ambientdensity

o propellersolidity

retardedtime

€ blade sectioninflowangle

_/ ellipticblade thicknessfunction

,,, angular frequency ....

propellerangularvelocity
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Subscripts

h helical

i induced

L leadingedge

r refractioneffect

"" s scatteringeffect

S stagnationpoint

tr transitionpoint

T trailingedge
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AERODYNAMICPREDICTION

Geometry

While geometryis given ratherthan predicted,it is worthwhileto care-

fully considerthe way geometricdata are utilized. Two coordinatesare -

requiredto specifya point on a surface. It is importantto choose surface

coordinatessuch that the functionsof these coordinateswill be single-valued

and free of singularitiesat least up to their secondderivatives,that is,

functionsof the surfacecoordinateswill'beof class C2. The selectedsur-

face coordinatesshould also providea convenientcomputationalgrid.

Figure 2 shows the basic coordinatesystemYlY2Y3 used to describethe

propeller. At time t = O, a rotatingcoordinatesystem nln2n3is congruentto

the YlYJ3 system. The shaft axis is n3, the blade pitch axis is n2, and the

nl axis completesan orthogonaltriad. SectionsA-A throughthe blade at

constantspan positionsgive the first surfacecoordinate

{I : n2 (1)

At each section,a Joukowskitransform(see reference3, for example)

b2
z= +-- (2)

where

z : nl+ in3, (3)
and

_' : b e uY+i{2 (4)

is used to introducethe second surfacecoordinate{2. The blade surface

ellipticalcoordinate€(_2) resultingfrom this transformationis shown in

figure 3. The blade surfaceis describedby the function_(_2). The blade

surfaceis unwrappedby the joukowskitransformif the second surfacecoordi-

nate _2 is chosento equal n2. The surfacefunction_(_i, _2) is single

valued,continuousand slowly varyingin the surfacecoordinates{I, {2 as

shown in figure 3. The computationgrid stretchesthe regionnear the
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leadingedge, _2 = _, so that aerodynamicfunctionssuch as the coefficientof

pressureCp will be slowlyvaryingin this region. In this computational

space bicubicsplinesare suitableinterpolatingfunctionsand will be used in

"_ all subsequentcomputations.

PotentialField

The potentialflow field around each airfoilsection61 : constantis

given by a conformaltransformationof the flow around a perfectcylinder

(reference3). The blade geometryanalysishas alreadyproducedpart of the

desiredtransformationby mappingthe airfoilsectionin the z-planeas shown

in figure 3. Recall that the airfoilthicknessfunction_(_i, 62) was gener-

ated by invertingthe Joukowskitransformation.

b2

z = t' + T (5)

This transformation may now be used directly to map a given flow around the

near-circle into a flow around the airfoil section.

Theodorsen's transformation (Ref. 4) maps the t-plane of the perfect

circle into the t'-plane of the near circle

= C

, n } (6)t : t exp { Z --_
n=l t

The constants Cn in Theodorsen's transformation are found from the shape of

the airfoil in the {'-plane. After numerically solving for these constants,

it is found that the trailing edge point of the airfoil is displaced by a

small angle €T from the real axis of the t-plane. This point is required to

be a stagnation point for the flow around the cylinder in order to satisfy the

Kutta condition that trailing edge velocities are finite.
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Thecomplexflowfunctionaroundthe perfectcircleis

W(_) : M (e-ia - a2 eia) + i r
_2 _T_ (7)

where M is the local Mach number (forthe section),a is the angle of attack, =

a is the radius of the circle,and r is the circulation. The trailingedge

stagnationpoint is

i_T

_ST = a e

which, with W(_ST) = O, gives the circulationr as

r = 4_ a M sin(a-CT) (8)

The leadingedge stagnationpoint,a secondsolutionto the equationW(_S)

is

i(2a-CT+_)
_SL = a e (9)

The cross productof the velocityvector and the circulationvector gives the

lift

C_: 2_ (_-_)sin(a - _T) (10)

The coefficientof pressureis found from the velocityin the z-planeof

the airfoil.

1
The complex velocityin the z-planeis found by using the derivativesof the

transformations

(_F_)' s (12)
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At the stagnationpointsin the _-plane,the limit of equation (12) is used.

W(z) = (_r) _'+_'sLimW_ (13)

Since the Joukowskitransformationhas a singularityat the trailingedge,

W(_) will have a finite non-zerolimit at this point. This causesthe

coefficientof pressureat the trailingedge to havemagnitudeless than one.

Figure5 shows the blade sectiondata computedby the blade section

potentialflow analysis. The coefficientof pressureCp has a maximum of

unity at the leadingedge stagnationpoint {2S. The lower surface Cp is

generallypositive,decreasingto a small value near the trailingedge {2 = 2_

where the airfoilsurfacevelocityis near the free-streamvelocity. The

upper surfaceCp may become negativewith high velocitiesaround the highly

curved leadingedge. The upper surfaceCp then approachesa small negative

value at the trailingedge _2 = O. The lift coefficientCL has a slope of

approximately2_ when plottedas a functionof _.

The functionof the blade aerodynamicsmodule is summarizedas follows.

Input is the blade shape function_b(_i,{2) and the parametersa and M. The

module maps the flow around a perfectcylinderinto the flow around the blade

using the Theodorsenand Joukowskitransforms. Outputsare the section lift

coefficientC_ and leadingedge stagnationpoint {2S as a functionof span

position{l and the parametersa and M. The output coefficientof pressure

dependson surfaceposition ({i,{2)and the parametersa and M. The

stagnationpoint locationand the coefficientof pressureare used in the

boundarylayer analysiswhich follows.
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BoundaryLayer

The boundarylayer module computesthe two-dimensionalboundary layer on

each airfoilsectionas shown in figure 6. The blade arc length x is measured

from the stagnationpoint on the leadingedge. The initialportionof the

boundarylayer is laminar. Transitionto turbulentflow occurs near the point -

where the externalvelocityU(x) is a maximum. This turbulentlayer continues

to the trailingedge unless separationoccurs.

The governingequationsfor the boundary layerthicknessesare the

integralmomentum equationfor 62(x) and the integralenergyequation for

63(x). The displacementthickness61(x) is relatedto the momentum and energy

thicknessesthroughthe assumedprofile U(y) for the boundarylayer.

The governingequationsfor 62(x) and a3(x) are

r2_ dU
dax-_ + _ U _) 6z(x): CT (14)

63(x):CD (IS)X

The shape factor HI2 is a given functionof the thicknesses62and 63 and the

dU

externalvelocitygradient _. The coefficientCT is the local wall shear

stress coefficientand the coefficientCD is the energy dissipation

coefficient.

In the laminarlayer,CT is known from the assumedboundary layer

velocityprofileand equation (14) can be integratedto find a2(x) without
E .

solvingfor the energy thickness. Holsteinand Bohlen'smethod (reference5,

ChapterX) is used to integratethis equation. Transitionis assumedto occur

when the externalvelocityis a maximum,that is, where
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dLI(Xtr)

Both equations ,ust be integrated in the turbulent region. Truckenbrodt's

method (reference 5, Chapter XXII) is used for this piirpose. The coefficients

CT and ('I)are given by empirical functions in the turbulent region.

.- The section profile drag coefficient is coI_iputedhy Yotlngand Squire's

method (reference 5, Chapter XXV). Ir_this method, the wake thickness at

infinity is estimated by the elqpirical formula

3.2

U(xT)

62_ = 6_(XT) ( Ll ) (17)

and the section drag coefficient, referred to the chord, is

Cd

The boundary layer module computes the skin friction coefficient (see

figure 7) Cf for use later in the blade loading module. It provides the

drag coefficient Cd for propeller perfomance analysis and for the comp_Jta-

tion of lifting line (compact so_Jrce)loads. The trailing ed(iethicknesses

61 (×T) and 62(XT) are used in sca]ing laws for trailing edge broadband

noise.

Propeller Performance

Computation of the propeller performance depends on a solution for the

induced velocity field. This induced field at a blade section is shown in

- figure 8. Propeller perfomance is predicted by Lock's method (reference 6).

The blade section aerodynamic module gives tables of section lift functions

C£(,_.I,_, M). The boundary layer module gives tables of Cd(_I, e, M).
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lhesetables are used in the predictionof propellerperformancecoefficients

Cp and CT for given tip and forwardMach numbersMt and M of the

propelIer.

i

The helicalMach numberat a blade section (see figure9) Mh is known

from its components. These componentsare the axial Mach number of the pro-

pellerM and the rotationalMach number at the section _iMt,where Mt

is the tip rotationalMach number R_/c.. The local inducedMach vector Mi

must be found to computethe total local Mach vector by

= ]t_h+ _i (19)

This vector is representedby its magnitudeM and the inflowdirectionangle

@ as shown in figure 9. Differentialcomponentsof lift dL and drag dD on the

sectionare rotatedthroughthe inflowangle @ to give the differentialthrust

force dT and torque force dQ. Thesedifferentialsare then integratedover

the blade length and convertedto performancecoefficients: the torque or

power coefficientCp and the thrustcoefficientCT. The two componentsof

the inducedMach vector are suppliedby solvingthe two equationsfor the

change of momentum in the far wake of the propeller. The increasein axial

momentum,the value downstreamminus the value upstream,is equal to the

thrust force. The increasein angularmomentum is equal to the propeller

torque. These balanceequationsare

I

2Msin@ (Msin@-F_)F(_1,I) = -_M2_(_l)[C_cos@-Cdsin¢] (20)
.

2Msin@ (_iMt-Mcos@)F(_l,X) = _ M2_(_l)[C_sin@+CdCOS@] (21)
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The factorof 2 on the left of these equationsrepresentsthe fact that

velocitiesin the far wake are twice those at propellerdisk. The factor M

sin@ representsthe mass flow throughthe disk. The factor (Msin_p-MJ in

the thrust equationis the axial inducedMach number and the factor (_iMt -

Mcos@) is the angularinducedMach number. The Prandtlcirculationfunction

(reference7) F(_I,_,) is derivedfrom vorticitytheory. It is defined by

2
Arccos { exp [-N (1 - _I)

i+_2
F = T _ ] (22)

and is an approximate way of representing Goldstein's circulation function

(reference 8). The above solution procedure was developed in 1930 by C. N.

H. Lock (reference 6).

Loading

Blade loads are computed by combining results of the aerodynamics,

boundary layer, and performance modules as shown in figure I0. The lift and

drag coefficients are three-dimensional tables in terms of span position _I,

angle of attack _, and Mach number M. The surface stress coefficients Cp

and Cf are four dimensional tables in terms of surface position _i and {2,

angle of attack _, and section Mach number M. The performance analysis

produces actual values _(_z) and M(_I) for the propeller operating conditions

M , Mt. There may be an additional angle-of-attack perturbation _'({l,t)

due to small nonuniformities in the propeller inflow.

Whenthe stress and loading coefficient tables are interpolated with

these functions, the coefficients became actual time-dependent values

C_({1,t): C_[_I,_x(_l,t),M(_I)] (23)

Cd(_1,t)= Cd[_1, _(_l,t),M({I)] (24)
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Cp({Z,52,t) = Cp[51, _z, _({l,t),M(_I)] (25)

Cf({1,{2,t) = Cf[{1, _2, _(_1,t),M(_I)] (26)

where

_(_l,t)= a(_l,t) + _'(_l,t) (27)

Replacingthe parametricargumentsa and H by actualargumentsreducesthe

lift and drag tables to two dimensionsand the stresscoefficienttables to

three dimensions. If steady loadingsare assumed,the loadingtables are

reducedby a furtherdimension, lheseloadingtables are passedto the

discretenoise predictionmodule for noise prediction. The line loads

C_(_l,t) and Cd(_l,t) are used in compactsource theoriesand the

distributedloads Cp(_l,_2,t)and Cf(_l,_2,t) are used in the general

non-compactsource theories. A similartransformationof the boundarylayer

thicknessesis used to supply data to the broadbandnoise predictionmodule.
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ACOUSTICPREDICTION

Discrete Tone Noise

Subsonic Noise.- Discrete tone noise is predicted by Farassat's method

(reference 9). Farassat's equation for the noise of a subsonic propeller is

Mn+_r _r
4_p(x,t) @

-" =.Tt blfade[rl,l-Mrj]TdS +bllade[r2jl-Mrl] dS (28)i I

The terms in equation (28)are illustratedin figure 11. Pressureis computed

at a particularobserverposition_and time t. Two integralsare evaluated

to give the total pressure. The integralsare over the surfacearea of the

propellerblade and the integrandsare evaluatedat the time T when the sound

_ o

is emittedat the surfacepositiony(_). The radiationvector r Is the

differencebetweenthe observerand source positions

: _(t) - _(3) (29)

The normal vector_ and surfacearea dS are given by

= (30)x

and the velocityvector is

= _ + _ X_ (31)

The loadingvector is

M2 . +

= T (-+Cft2 + Cpn) (32)

where the positivesign is used on the lower surfacebetweenthe stagnation

point on the lower surfaceand the trailingedge. The base vector _2 is

tangentto the surfaceand in the chordwisedirection. A unit vector in the

radiationdirectionr is used to define
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.

Mr : r • v (33)

and

_t +
= r • _ (34)

Integrationof equation (28) is straightforwardexcept for the solution

for retardedtime. The basic retardedtime equationrequiresthe distance

from the source to the observerto be compatiblewith the propagationtime

+ + I;(;(ir•r= t)- ,)2: (t-:)2 (35)

In the case of a propellermoving along its own axis, the retardedtime equa-

tion can be reducedto

Ao(t-T)2 + 2Bo(t-T) + CO + CI cost : 0 (36)

Equation (36)has the appearanceof a quadraticequationin (t-T)except for

the coefficientC = CO + C1cosT. It can be shown, however,that there is a

single real solution z < t to this equationas long as the motion of the

propelleris subsonic.

Transonicnoise.-Supersonicnoise is computed by Farassat'scollapsing

sphere method. The subsonicequationcannot be used on any portionof the

blade when Mr may exceed unity becauseof the 11-Mrlsingularity. In

addition,the retardedtime equationhas multipleroots. The collapsing

spheremethod is illustratedin figure 12. The collapsingsphere intersects

the blade surfacein a curve calledthe r-curve. Farassathas shown that

dS dFdT
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The integralsfor noise are thus evaluatedby choosinga set of times _ and

integratingfirst along the I"curves with fixed sourcetime and then over

source time. This methodwas developedby Nystromand Farassatin reference

10.

.- Recentadvances-The time derivative @ in Farassat'sacousticequation

increasesthe computationtime becauseat least two integralsmust be

evaluatedto numericallycomputethe derivative. Numericaldifferentiation

also introducessome spuriouswiggles in the pressuresignaturewhich appear

as increasesin the higher harmonicsof the transformedsignal. Recently,

Farassat (reference11) has taken the derivativesinsidethe integralfor both

the subsonicand supersoniccases. The differentiationunder the integralhas

shown that the noise dependson blade surfacecurvatures. The full

implicationsof this excitingnew resultare not completelyknown at this time

and are a subjectof continuingresearch.
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BroadbandNoise

Broadbandnoise is generatedby turbulenceconvectedpast the trailing

edge of the airfoilas shown in figure 13. The mean-squarepressurespectrum

is given by Schlinkerand _miet as

k MzC

i __L (to)S(to)]ds (38)
= f [(2 oiLl2traiIing

edge

where
to

kx : _ (39)

and

o = [x2 + B2(y2 + z2)]I/z (40)

The functionL is the "effectivelift" functionderivedby Amiet (reference

12) for an observerat retardedposition(x, y, z). The function_y(to)is

an empiricalcorrelationlength

2.1 Uc
(41)

_y(to)- to

where Uc is the turbulenceconvectionvelocitywhich is about 0.8 U.

The spectrum functionS(to)is an empiricalfunctionfor the blade surface

pressurespectrumat the trailingedge.

61

S(to)= 2xlO-s (1 p U2)2_U F(to) (42)

where
- to61
to _-

U

and "

F(to)= 33.28to(1 - B.49to+ 36.7to2 + 0.151w4)-I (43)
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NearfieldEffects

Two effectsare presentin the nearfieldof the propellerwhich may

significantlyalter the receivednoise. Theseeffectsare the scatteringby

the aircraft'swings and fuselageand the refractionby the boundarylayer on

the surfaceof the aircraft.

°" Scattering, The scatteringeffect is illustratedin figure 14 for a

cylindricalfuselage. The free field levels on the surfaceof a cylindrical

fuselageare calculatedby one of the previouslydescribedmethods for

discretenoise. This incidentfield pi(m,O,x)is transformedby

2_ = -i(kxX+ me)

Pi(_'m'kx) =1 f f e pi(_,0,x)dxde (44)

0 -_

to give the incidentfield in a wavenumberspace. The solutionfor the total

pressureon the fuselagesurfacecan then be found by superimposingthe

generalsolutionsfor incidentand scatteredcylindricalwaves such that the

boundrycondition

@P(_,m,kx)

Br I r-a=_ 0 (45)

is satisfied. The result for the total surfacepressurecan be given by a

transferfunction.

Pt(_'m'kx) = 2Ts(_'m'kx)Pi(_'m'kx)

where

i_kr.a (1)' (2) -I

." Ts(_'m'kx)= {- 2 Hm (kra)Hm (kra)} (47)

and

kr = (m2 - kx2)i/2 (48)
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The factor of 2 in equation (46)is shown explicitlyto representthe

effect of pressuredoubling. With this form, the transferfunctionfor scat-

tering approachesunity for high frequenciesas may be seen from the

asymptoticforms for the Hankelfunctions. Followingthe computationof total

pressure Pt in wavenumber space, an inverse transform is used to find the -.

surface pressure as a function of position (e,x),

Refraction.- The boundary layer velocity profile alters the sound pres-

sure level on the surface of the fuselage by turning the waves propagated

upstream away from the surface and turning waves propagated downstream into

the surface, This effect is depicted in figure 15. This refraction effect is

small for aircraft in low speed flight but becomes significant at the higher

subsonic Mach numbers,

A simple model of the refraction effect neglects scattering and uses the

two-dimensional wave equation in a sheared flow as the basis for finding a

transfer function. The sheared-flow wave equation is

dp (_-Ukx)[(_-Uky)2- kx_] p = 0 (491(m_Ukx) d2_-Ep + 2(_yU) kx _-+

This equation can be integrated, given the boundary layer velocity profile

U(y), from the surface where y = 0 to the edge of the boundary layer where

y = 6. Initialconditionsat the surfaceare an assumedunit pressure

p(O) = I (5(la)

and

dp_yO = (BOb)
0

Integratingequation (49)with initialconditions(5n) gives the pressureP6

and velocityv6 at the edge of the boundary layer. These resultsmust be

scaledto match the pressurein the known incidentwave field. The processof

matchingthe incidentfield producesa transfer functionfor refraction
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k
Y

Tr(m'k'kx): ky p6(_,kx) - (m-llkxi)v6(m,kx) (51)

Numericalintegrationof the shearedflow equationbreaksdown at the regular

singularpoint (m - Ukx) = 0 which correspondsto the coincidenceof wave

speed with flow speed in the boundarylayer. Specialtechniquesbeyond the

o.

scope of this paper have been used to integratethe sheared-flowwave equation

(49) in these cases.

Combinedeffects.-The combinedeffectsof scatteringand refractionmay

be found by integratingthe sheared-flowequationin cylindricalcoordinates

to find the cylindricalwave pressureP6 and velocityv6 at the edge of

the boundary layer. Matchingthe external field then gives a combined

transferfunction

k

Tsr(m,m,kx): r
{[-i _z (i)'

where

z = kr(a+6) (53)
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Farfield Effects

Noise propagated to the farfield is modified by the effects of atmos-

pheric attenuation and ground reflections and attenuation. Since phase infor-

mation tends to be lost after propagation over long distances, farfield noise

effects are applied to the mean-squared pressure spectrum of the noise rather

than to the pressure itself (reference 2).

Atmospheric attenuation.- The effect of atmospheric attenuation is

computed by the ANSl method described in reference 2. The mean-squared pres-

sure on a source sphere of fixed radius r s is reduced by the spherical

spreading effect and atmospheric attenuation. The transfer function for

attenuation Ta is a decaying exponential function exp(-2_r). The attenua-

tion rate _ is a function of frequency. The lower frequencies are dominated

by the effect of nitrogen relaxation. Mid-frequencies are usually dominated

by oxygen relaxation effects and the higher frequencies are dominated by the

classical absorption effects of conductivity, viscosity, and rotational modes

of molecular vibration. The ANSl-proposed standard method is used for the

calculation of attenuation effects for both standard and non-standard

conditions.

Ground effects.- The farfield noise is reflected and attenuated by the

ground. This effect may be represented in the transfer function Tg developed

by Pao, Wenzel, and Oncley in reference 13. This transfer function is based

on the complex reflection coefficient Rei¢ for a spherical wave over an

impedance plane. The factor R is the magnitude of the reflection which is

equal to or less than unity. The factor @is the phase shift between the

reflected and incident waves. The magnitude of the noise at the observer

depends on the difference in the lengths of the direct ray path and the t
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reflectedor image ray path. The magnitudeof the receivednoise is

diminishedslightlyby the loss of coherenceof the direct and reflected

signals. This coherenceloss also dependson the path length difference.
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COMPARISONSTO EXPERIMENTS

Subsonic Propeller

Noise predicted by this system has been compared to noise measured during

the flight of the twin-engined aircraft shown in figure 16. The aircraft was

fittedwith a wing-mountedmicrophoneboom which could be moved to measure the

noise in front of and behindthe propellerplane. Noisewas also measuredon

the groundwith level flightsover the measurementpoint.

Propellerperformance.-An intermediatecheck of the predictionsystem

was made by Blockand Martin (reference14) using a 1/4-scalemodel of the

twin aircraft'spropelleron the propellertest stand (figure17) at Langley

ResearchCenter.

Computedand measured power coefficientsare shown in figure 18 as a

functionof advance ratio J = V./nD and 3/4 span pitch setting B.Ts. The

predictedpower coefficientis near the measured valuesat the lower pitch

settingsbut rises above the measured power at the higher settingswhere it is

believedthat the propelleris in a conditionof partialstall. Similarly,

the predictedthrust coefficientCT (figure19) is above the measured value

with fair agreementat the low pitch settingsand poor agreementat the high

pitch and thrust values.

Effectivepitch.- Pitch was not measured duringthe flightof the air-

craft when the noise was measured. In order to find an effectivevalue for

the pitch settingB.vs to use in noise predictions,the measuredpower in

flight was used to computethe power coefficientCp. An effectivepitch

setting (B.vs)effwas then found such that the predictedpower coefficient

matchedthe measured value. This effectivepitch will be less than the pitch

settingon the I/4-scalemodel for the same Cp.
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Propellernoise. Nearfieldnoise measured in flight is shown in figure

20. The measurednoise data were sampledusing data blocks of 96 time points

per shaft revolutionwhich gave 32 pointsper blade for the three-bladed

," prop. Fifty blocks of data were ensembleaveragedto find the mean signal

p(t) shown in figure 20. Signalnumber 1 is for one-thirdof a propeller

revolution. Signals2 and 3 which completethe revolutionare similar. The

standarddeviationa(t) was nearlyconstant,indicatingthat the measured

noise could be decomposedinto discreteand randomparts

p(t) = _(t) + p'(t) (54)

where p'(t) is a stationary random signal. Sound pressure spectra were gene-

rated for each data block and for the ensemble-averaged data. The

discrete spectrum l_(m)j2 and the random spectrum jp,(m)j2 are added to

give the total spectrum jp(m)J 2.

= .
The spectraldata shown in figure 21 are relativeto the overallmean-squared

pressure

T

<_2> : lim 2!_ I P2(t)dt (56)
T.-

-T

The overallmean-squaredpressurein figure 21 is within 1.8 dB of the

measuredvalue, lhis agreementmay be due in part to the matchingof power

tilroughthe effectivepitch settingprocedure.

The predictedspectrumagrees well with the data for the first few

harmonics. Startingat about the 5th harmonic,the measureddiscretespectrum

shows a cyclicpatternsuggestiveof cancellationand reinforcementwhich is
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not predicted. This patterngives levelsfrom the lOth and 15th harmonics

which are as much as 20 dB above the predictedvalues. A significantpart of

this underpredictionis probablydue to the omissionof unsteadyloads in the

analysis. Despitethese high-frequencyerrors,the predictedA-weightedsound

pressurelevel will be in good agreementwith the measuredvaluesbecause of

the rapid decay of the levelswith frequency.

The error in the discretespectrummay be due to any of severaleffects,

includingthe obviouspossibilityof an error in the predictionmethod. Scat-

tering from the wing and fuselagewas not includedin these computations.

Computationsare made for one propellerand there may be a small contribution

from the second propellerwhich contributesto the error.

In making the prerdictions,it was assumedthat all bladesare identical,

whereas, in practice,there are slightblade-to-bladedifferenceswhich may

result in the reinforcementpatternsseen here. There is regretablyno way to

examinethese possiblesourcesof error withoutfurtherdetailed

experimentation.

Farfieldnoise from the flyoverof the twin prop aircraftis shown in

figures22 and 23. The limitedamount of data shown in figure 22 are for

flyoverswith the receptionangle 0 = 90° being the directivityangle when the

sound is received. The predictionis 5 to 6 dBA above the averageof the

measuredlevels. The reason for the overpredictionis shown in figure 23.

The level for the first harmonic,which dominatesthe predictedsource spec-

trum, is indicatedby the data to be less than the second harmonic. The

reasonfor this effect is unknownand a much largerdata set should be

examined beforeany conclusionsare drawn. Flyovernoise data for propellers

typicallyscatterover a range of about 10 dB (see reference15) so that

statisticalmethodsmust be used to assess the accuracyof predictions.
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Advanced Turboprop

Predictions [lave been made for the eight-bladed advanced turboprop

propeller designated as SR-3. Since this propeller was operating at transonic

conditions, the elementary aerodynamics and loading methods described earlier

could not be used. A lo_dirg di_t_ib_t_::r, _:;:__:_ir_i:ed by Lh_ i_r_pelier

manufacturer and this distribution was adjusted such that the computed power

matched the power measured during the flight test of the propeller.

The propeller was tested in flight atop the aetstar aircraft shown in

figure 24. Performance data were also obtained in the wind tunnel as shown in

figure 25. Microphones were mounted in the surface of the fuselage along a

line under the axis of the propeller. Measured noise data were reduced using

ensemble-averaging techniques as described earlier. Only the results of the

discrete noise data and predictions will be shown here.

Figure 26 shows a comparison of the measured and predicted noise at the

cruise Mach number of 0.80. The helical Mach number of the blade tip is 1.13

for this example. Levels shown are for the blade passing harmonic which,

remembering the subsonic results, is expected to give the best agreement with

the measured data. Nystrom and Farassat's PROPFAN(reference I0) program was

used to predict the freefield noise at the top of the boundary layer. The

boundary layer profile was measured with rakes mounted on the fuselage of the

Jetstar. l_e two-dimensional transfer function for the boundary layer was

then used to predict the noise on the surface beneath the boundary layer. It

is apparent that the boundary layer has a significant effect on the surface

noise at this flight speed. The predictions agree better with the data both

in front of and behind the plane of the propeller.

The causes of the discrepancy between predicted and measured levels on

the Jetstar just behind the prop plane are being investigated at this time.
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The scatteringeffect given by equation (47)will be evaluatedfirst to see

how scatteringmodifiesthe predictedsurfacepressuresin the absenceof a

boundarylayer, Followingthis the combinedeffectsof scatteringand

refractionwill be computedusing the transferfunction(52).

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

NASA's ANOPP system for predictingpropellernoise has been described

here. The objectiveof this system is to predictnoise directlyfrom the

shape and motion of the propellerblades. This objectiverequiresaerodynamic

computationsto be made as a basis for the acousticcomputations, The aerody-

namic theoriesused here are simpleclassicalmethods.

Thesemethods overpredictthe performanceof the propellerswhich results

in an error in the acousticpredictions. An empiricalcorrectionprocedureof

matchingpredictedand measuredpower was used here to compensatefor the

known error in aerodynamicperformance. The acousticpredictionsgive good

agreementwith the low-frequencydiscretenoise when they are adjusted by the

power matching procedure. It is believedthat improvedaerodynamictheories

will give good low-frequencypredictionsfor subsonicpropellerswithout an

empiricalcorrectionfor power.

The accuracyof the acousticpredictionsdecreaseswith increasing

frequency. Errors of 10 dB or more may occur at or above the lnth harmonicof

the blade passingfrequencyin the case of subsonicpropellers. When the

propellerhas nearly steady loading,these errors do not seriouslyaffect

integratedmeasuresof noise such as the A-weightedsound pressurelevel

becausethe A-level is dominatedby lower harmonics. The predictionmethods

used here are believedto be adequatefor subsonicpropellersoperatingin a

tractorconfigurationwhere the loads are nearly steady. There is a need for
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furtherinvestigationof noise from subsonicpropellersoperatingas pusilers

where the unsteadyloads will increasethe levelsof the higher harmonics

relativeto the fundamental.

Nearfieldeffects of scatte_'ingand boundary layer refraction

significantlyalter"the noise levels of the fuselageof the aircraft, file

boundarylayer refractioneffect reducesthe surfacenoise in front of the

propellerand increasesthe noise behindthe propeller. This effect is

significantfor an aircraftwith high subsonicMach number such as the (I.8(I

Mach numberenvisionedfor advancedturboprop-poweredaircraft. The

two-dimensionalmodel of the boundarylayer fails to explaina significant

discrepancybetweenpredictedand measureddata just behindthe plane of the

SR-3 turbopropon the Jetstaraircraft. Three-dimensionalrefractionand

scatteringeffectsare being studiedin an attemptto resolvethis

discrepancy.

Farfieldeffects of atmosphericattenuationand ground reflectionsmodify

the noise measuredduring the flyoverof a propelleraircraft. The largest

effect is that of ground reflectionwhich introducesthe "ground-dip"in the

measured flyovernoise. Availabletheoriesand methodsare adequatefor

predictingthese effectswhen the ground reflectionangle is large. Although

measurementsfrom outdoorflyovertests have a typicallylarge scatterof

data, the flyovernoise from propellerscan usuallybe predictedwithin a

standarddeviationof about 4 dB.
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Figure 14.- S:attering of nearfield source noise by a cylindrical fuselage.
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